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Rise to Alpha With Alpha blood coursing through his veins, charismatic wolf Jake LouviÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¨re

can no longer deny his true nature. As his beast demands his rightful place within Acadian Wolves,

he's forced to choose between killing his Alpha and leaving New Orleans forever. When a

mysterious woman trespasses into the bayou, Jake is instinctively wary of the creature that is not

wolf. Inexplicably drawn to her, he attempts to resist her magic as it weaves a seductive spell. As

quickly as she appears, the dangerous beauty is kidnapped by a powerful New York vampire, and

Jake swears retribution against an old adversary. For centuries Kai Beckett concealed her true

identity from those who would steal her ancient powers. Risking everything to save her sister, she

searches for the Alpha who'd left San Diego to return to his Cajun roots. Jake, a mate worthy of her

spirit, seeks to tame her wild nature, but she is not one to easily submit. As Kai surrenders to her

attraction to the Alpha, she embraces her darkest fantasies. From New Orleans to Southern

California, Jake and Kai are surrounded by intrigue and danger. Learning to trust each other, they

fight lethal enemies and the irresistible connection binding them together. As they spiral into an

erotic adventure, will Jake acknowledge Kai as his mate? With a nefarious enemy seeking to

capture her, will Jake rise to Alpha, saving both Kai and his pack?
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Jake LouviÃƒÂ¨re, a wolf shifter within the Acadian pack couldn't hide his true nature anymore. With

Alpha blood running through his veins, he had a difficult choice to make. He had to leave NOLA or

challenge/kill his Alpha Logan and take his rightful place as the new Alpha of the pack.The latter



was his inner beast riding him but Jake chose to leave the bayou forever. He came across a

mysterious woman who'd trespassed into his house. He was drawn to her like a moth to a flame. He

tried resisting her magic only to fail miserably. Before he got to learn more about her, she was taken

by a powerful New York Vampire by the name of Quintus Tullius.Kai Beckett formerly known as "Kai

Ling Zhou" had been concealing her true identify for centuries from those who would steal her

ancient powers. She was willing to risk everything in order to save her sister. She went her search

of the one person who could help her in her quest, her mate....Jake LouviÃƒÂ¨re.Jake was the only

one that could handle Kai's spirit, his beast calmed hers in ways Kai never thought possible. What

he didn't expect was that she wouldn't be easily tamed no matter how much she loved his touches.

In spite of them both trying to fight what was growing between them, they trusted Fate.Together with

Quint who turned out to be their ally, the trio set out on a mission to find an Magical artifact that

would help them locate Shilan protect Kai. Jake finally accepted his destiny as Alpha and Kai's

mate. As danger surrounded the trio, they didn't waver until they took care of the threat.They found

Shilan with the help another Acadian wolf by the name of Hunter. Jake fought tooth and nails for his

pack, the Anzober Wolves were his. He was ready to rule it with Kai by his side.JAKE is the 8th

installment in Kym Grosso's IMMORTALS OF NEW ORLEANS series...It was adventurous,

engrossing, humorous and sizzling. Kym Grosso did a marvelous job. Can't wait for what comes

next.

Jake(Immortals of New Orleans Book 8)Another wonderful book by Kym Grosso. Kym delivered us

an amazing twisted story. In the beginning I was very aware of the characters, because I was in the

search to find who is going to be the traitor, an amazing plot, hot Alpha a sassy heroine, a

mÃƒÂ©nage between vampire, wolf and the pixiu. This book is a most. She did it again she

transport us to a paranormal world and merge the character of previous book. You need to read the

all the books on the series. I loved to read the next book hopping for Quintus story.Jake Louviere is

in an internally war he didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t want to accepted his destiny as an Alpha of the

Anzober Wolves (San Diego). He need to return to San Diego to assume the responsibility of the

pack. But first a mysterious woman arrive at his home saying the name of Ilsbeth. When he try to

have any information for this woman appears Quintus Tullius (an ancient vampire more old that

Leopold and Kade). This woman Kai Beckett need a master to control her pixiu. But a vampire

Kasdeya has kidnaped Kai sister. Together the triad need the powers together to kill Kasdeya and

rescue Kai sister Shilan and restore the peace in the Anzober Pack. To complete this they have to

find the Kris and Kai must do a sacrifice.



I absolutely love this series!! I have been waiting to read Jake's story since he was first introduced.

Jake is strong, funny, has a big heart, and is super sexy. He has been struggling with his wolf being

restless. He knows it's time to make a change, but is not sure how and when. The arrival of a naked

woman on his doorstep after a run with the pack has made things interesting. Along with the arrival

of Quintus, the bad ass vampire. Kai has no where to turn. She has been told that Jake can help her

find her sister. She has been alone for so long trying to protect herself and her sister. Asking for

help is a last resort, but she has run out of options. Their meeting has caused both of them to

evaluate everything that they knew. How will Jake and Kai find time to explore their attraction while

looking for her sister? Why is this bossy vampire, Quintus helping Jake and Kai? Will Kai find out

what she is and how to control her powers? This is a super sexy story. If you love paranormal,

romance, a little touch of mystery, then you will love this book. I highly recommend reading the

whole series. Kym Grosso is an excellent writer!!!

Jake is the 8th book in Kym Grosso's Immortals of New Orleans series, and a series that I one click

because I absolutely love it. This book was awesome! I was hooked from the first chapter and did

not put it down. Ok, so I did have to put it down in order to adult but I did not want to. There was

action and heat to this one. The action kept me on the edge of my seat, waiting for what would

happen next. This series is one of those that really needs to be read in order, if not you could get

lost because of the references to events in prior books.Jake is an Alpha but does not want to

believe it and he wants to remain in New Orleans. HA! He should know better than that. Kai is a

loner and stays away from supernaturals because of what makes her unique. That doesn't work well

for her either. These two fight what they feel for each other, Jake thinking his mate must be a wolf

and Kai thinking she will never have a mate. It takes a third, a vamp, to help them see what they are

to each other. Oh yeah! Jake and Kai make an explosive and deadly team once they get together.I

voluntarily reviewed and ARC of this book
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